Visitors to aquariums typically rely on their vision to interact with live exhibits that convey rich descriptive and aesthetic visual information. However, some visitors may prefer or need to have an alternative interpretation of the exhibit’s visual scene to improve their experience. Musical sonification has been explored as an interpretive strategy for this purpose and related work provides some guidance for sonification design, yet more empirical work on developing and validating the music-to-visual scene mappings needs to be completed. This paper discusses work to validate mappings that were developed through an investigation of musician performances for two specific live animal exhibits at the Georgia Aquarium. In this proposed study, participants will provide feedback on musical mapping examples which will help inform design of a real-time sonification system for aquarium exhibits. Here, we describe our motivation, methods, and expected contributions.

[1] INTRODUCTION

Live aquarium exhibits are complex visual scenes that are comprised of static and dynamic components such as rocky outcroppings and moving animals. Most visitors who are able to see typically focus on the characteristics (e.g., color, size, movement, etc.) of these components to make sense of what they are looking at and assign descriptive and aesthetic qualities. Descriptive qualities include information about an animal’s size, brightness of a color, and speed of movement. A person can decide that one fish is bigger than another, the rocks are a dark gray against the white sandy bottom, and fish are moving very quickly. Aesthetic qualities are associated with the mood, emotion, and feeling evoked by the scene and can result in opinions such as the exhibit is calming or the fish are happy. The mapping from visual components and characteristics to descriptive and aesthetic qualities happens naturally for many visitors as part of innate and learned processes. However, what happens if a visitor isn’t able to see the visual scene (e.g., has a vision impairment or can’t look over the crowd), prefers an alternative interpretation of visual information, or wants to supplement the visual experience with something else?

Sonification through musical parameters (e.g., pitch, tempo, loudness) is one way to provide an auditory translation of the visual scene. For this form of sonification to convey live exhibit details, musical parameters must map to the static and dynamic visual components of the exhibit in a way that supports descriptive and aesthetic qualities. Further, these mappings must make sense and be of interest to listeners. There is a wide array of literature that is relevant to developing sonification for this context (see [1] for a fuller overview). For the purpose of this paper, we will briefly mention literature that discusses musical mappings to motion (descriptive) and emotion (aesthetics).

Many researchers have investigated the relationship between music and motion (see [2] for a detailed review), often discussing listeners’ mappings of pitch, tempo, and loudness. It is common for listeners to link tempo to speed or velocity; loudness to distance or level of energy; and pitch changes to spatial ascent/descent or distance fluctuations [2]. These typical mappings (as well as others) have been used by researchers in our group to develop a MIDI-based system that associates fish characteristics such as swimming speed or direction with tempo and pitch changes [1, 3, 4]. That research demonstrates that it is feasible to sonify fish movement through an automated system. However, more formal studies still need to be completed to examine how music can be mapped to motion in this context and how music-motion mappings are perceived.

Findings on the relationship between the structure of music and perceived emotions have shown that many factors including musical notation and the performer’s expression of these notations affect the interpretation of the listener [5]. Additionally, performer variations in expressive strategies of tempo, timing, dynamics, articulation and vibrato have a marked effect on how basic emotions (i.e., “happy”, “sad”, “angry”) are perceived [6]. Influencing the musical parameters of mode, tempo, loudness, articulation, pitch and harmony, listeners’ perceived emotion was influenced towards the basic moods of happy, sad and dreamy but complex moods were not perceived [7]. While that work helps us know how to evoke an emotional response with music, it does not provide direct guidance on how to translate an observed aesthetics into musical parameters.

As previously mentioned, we have developed an automated system for mapping fish characteristics to music [1, 3, 4]. However, the mappings used in that system were largely generated from research team knowledge and experience. As intended from the outset of our project, we are working towards empirically-driven mappings to ensure that our system is designed to deliver sonifications that effectively interpret live aquarium exhibits for all aquarium visitors, including those with vision impairments. We have identified mapping strategies used by musicians who provided real-time interpretations of two
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exhibits at the Georgia Aquarium. This extended abstract describes a recently initialized study that will validate these mappings with non-expert listeners and further inform the design of our sonification system.

2] RESEARCH PLAN

2.1. Leveraging Prior Work

This proposed work seeks to validate the mappings produced from an investigation of musicians’ interpretive strategies. In that previous investigation, fourteen musicians were individually shown videos of real aquarium exhibits, and asked to discuss their performance strategies and give a live performance for the Beluga and Ocean Voyager exhibits at the Georgia Aquarium. Each musician played their instrument of choice which included guitars, pianos/keyboards, drums, and violins. A taxonomy of exhibit components and characteristics and a vocabulary for describing the musical parameters were created. The performance strategy discussions were coded by several raters according to the taxonomy and vocabulary to establish inter-rater reliability. This resulted in mappings of exhibit components to musical parameters including: animal size to pitch, loudness; animal tempo; animal speed to tempo; overall activity level, quantity of feature moving animals and aesthetic qualities of the habitat from the two aquarium exhibits. These examples were chosen as they represent diversity in exhibit characteristics. Depending on the randomization procedures, some of the stimuli will be presented as video and audio pairings while others will only be presented in an audio format.

2.2. Participants in New Study

Initially, our participants will be undergraduate males and females (n= 30). They will report normal or corrected to normal vision and hearing, and will not be musical experts (to be defined in the research protocol). After this initial phase of 30 participants, this study will also be conducted with several specific populations including students with musical expertise, adults and minors with vision impairment, older adults, and individuals who represent a typical visitor to an aquarium without vision or hearing impairment.

2.3. Stimuli

Twenty-five of the video and audio clips composed by the musicians in the previous study will be used as stimuli for this new study. All stimuli are between 20-30 seconds in length and feature moving animals and aesthetic qualities of the habitat from the two aquarium exhibits. These examples were chosen as they represent diversity in exhibit characteristics. Depending on the randomization procedures, some of the stimuli will be presented as video and audio pairings while others will only be presented in an audio format.

2.4. Data Collection

Participants who consent to completing the research study will be asked to view and/or listen to a randomized series of video and/or audio clips and answer questions. During individual sessions, participants will be seated in front of a research computer running the E-Prime 2.0 software (Psychology Software Tools, Inc.). Video will be presented on the computer screen and audio will be delivered through standard computer speakers (audio for the stimuli was not originally recorded in stereo or spatialized formats). Participants will view the 25 stimuli one at a time and be prompted through the E-Prime software to answer a question after the end of each one. The questions will vary in format (e.g., Likert-style scale, multiple choice, and open-ended) and be based on the descriptive and aesthetic nature of a specific stimulus such as: 1) how well do you think the music related to the arrival and departure of the animal?; and 2) describe the mood of the exhibit using one-word adjectives. For most of the questions, the participants will select or type their responses using the software enabling some automated data collection and management. Some open-ended questions requiring lengthier responses will be recorded and transcribed by a researcher. Participants will continue this procedure for all of the stimuli and finish with a debriefing.

3] EXPECTED CONTRIBUTIONS

We anticipate that this work will validate our mappings and lead to improved system design and effectiveness for the Georgia Tech Accessible Aquarium Project. This project aims to leverage sonification to enable all visitors, including those with vision impairments, to participate in aquariums and other informal learning environments. Moreover, our findings will help us better understand how listeners perceive mappings and contribute to the overall science of sonification.
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